## ENGLISH LANGUAGE:

- **#1. Performance Plus**
  - Task-based Listening Level 1 (4th Ed.)
  - By Diana Esser
  - Oxford
  - Price: 155.00

- **#2. Developing Skills: Grammar & Usage for Junior Secondary Learners 1 (Set B)**
  - By C. Harris
  - Aristo
  - Price: 138.00

- **#3. Charlie and the Chocolate Factory**
  - Illustrated by Quentin Blake (UK Version)
  - By Roald Dahl
  - Puffin Classics
  - Price: 105.00

  - Paperback
  - By Oxford
  - Price: 305.00

## MATHEMATICS:

- **#5. New Century Mathematics 1A (2nd Ed.)**
  - By T.W. Wong & M.S. Wong
  - Oxford
  - Price: 211.00

- **#6. New Century Mathematics 1B (2nd Ed.)**
  - By T.W. Wong & M.S. Wong
  - Oxford
  - Price: 211.00

- **#7. New Century Mathematics Workbook 1A**
  - By T.W. Wong & M.S. Wong
  - Oxford
  - Price: 66.00

- **#8. New Century Mathematics Workbook 1B**
  - By T.W. Wong & M.S. Wong
  - Oxford
  - Price: 66.00

## INTEGRATED SCIENCE:

- **#15. Mastering Science Book 1A**
  - By Chan, Chung, Lam, Leo & Sin
  - Oxford
  - Price: 182.00

- **#16. Mastering Science Book 1B**
  - By Chan, Chung, Lam, Leo & Sin
  - Oxford
  - Price: 182.00

## INTEGRATED HUMANITIES:

- **19. School-based materials**
  - Printing cost to be paid at the beginning of term.

## VISUAL ARTS:

- **20. School-based materials**

## MUSIC:

- **#21. Integrated Music Book 1 (2nd Ed.)**
  - By H. K. Music Publisher
  - Price: 176.00

- **#22. Music Appreciation and Reading Book 1**
  - By H. K. Music Publisher
  - Price: 38.00

## COMPUTER LITERACY:

- **23. School-based materials**

---

* For Reference
# Second-hand textbook can still be used.
! Books are used in the 2nd term.
All school-based materials are copyrighted.
SECONDARY 2 (中二級)

ENGLISH LANGUAGE:
□ 1. Performance Plus (4th Ed.) Tina L. Esser Pilot 157.00
□ 2. Developing Skills: Grammar and Usage for Junior Secondary Learners 2 (Set B) C. Harris Aristo 140.00

MATHEMATICS:
□ 4. New Century Mathematics 2A (2nd Ed.) T.W. Wong & M.S. Wong Oxford 213.00

Item 4 – Publisher is providing PACK VERSION version ($214.00) with the following attachment included
● Summer Exercise S1-S2 ($15.00).
The attachment is Optional.

CHINESE LANGUAGE:
□ 8. 啟思中國語文 (中二上)【第四版】 布、李、胡、陳、啟思 219.00
□ 9. 啟思中國語文 (中二下)【第四版】 布、李、胡、陳、啟思 219.00
□ 10. 宋詞選讀 (附送光碟) 黃振銘 深華文化 71.00
□ 11. 中華新詞典【2002年修訂本】(膠面裝) 刘振盛 中華書局 75.00

中國歷史:
□ 12. 現代初中中國歷史 2 (甲部課程) 2014年版 呂振基、陳贊永 現代教育 172.50

INTEGRATED SCIENCE:
□ #13. Mastering Science Book 2A Chan, Chung, Lam, Oxford 182.00
□ #14. Mastering Science Book 2B Chan, Chung, Lam, Oxford 182.00
□ #15. Mastering Science Workbook 2A Chan, Chung, Lam, Oxford 65.00
□ #16. Mastering Science Workbook 2B Chan, Chung, Lam, Oxford 65.00

Items 13, 14 – Publisher is providing PACK VERSION ($183.00) with the following attachment included
● Bilingual online E-BOOK 2016: iPad & PC Version ($28.00)
The attachment is Optional.

INTEGRATED HUMANITIES:
17. School-based materials (Printing cost to be paid at the beginning of term)

MUSIC:
□ #18. Integrated Music Book 2 (2nd Ed.) H. K. Music Publisher 176.00

VISUAL ARTS:
19. School-based materials

COMPUTER LITERACY:
20. School-based materials

* For Reference
# Second-hand textbook can still be used.

All school-based materials are copyrighted.
SECONDARY 3 (中三級)

ENGLISH LANGUAGE:

Sarah Cunningham, Peter Moor & Jonathan Bygrave
Pearson 338.00

□ 2. Pilot’s English Series: Competence – Pre-HKDSE All-in-one Practice (With TSA) Set B (2015 Ed.) (With Reading Passages Booklet, Data File Book & Student CD)
Dianna Esser & Emily Fung
Pilot 105.00

□ #3. Developing Skills: Grammar and Usage for Junior Secondary Learners 3 (Set B) (2012 Ed.)
C. Harris
Aristo 143.00

Oxford 305.00

□ 5. Mathematics in Action Bk. 3A (2nd Ed.) (Modular binding) (Without any attachments)
Man, Yeung, Yeung, Kwok & Cheung
Pearson 208.00

□ 6. Mathematics in Action Bk. 3B (2nd Ed.) (Modular binding) (Without any attachments)
Man, Yeung, Yeung, Kwok & Cheung
Pearson 208.00

□ 7. Mathematics in Action Workbook 3A (2nd Ed.) (Modular binding)
P.F. Man & K.H. Yeung
Pearson 66.00

□ 8. Mathematics in Action Workbook 3B (2nd Ed.) (Modular binding)
P.F. Man & K.H. Yeung
Pearson 66.00

Items 5, 6 – Publisher is providing PACK VERSION ($213.00) with the following attachments included
- CD-ROM ($58.00)
- Revision Handbook (Enhanced version) ($32.00)
- Supplementary Exercises ($42.00)

The attachments are **OPTIONAL**.

MATHEMATICS:

□ 9. 啟思中國語文 (中三上)【第四版】
布、李、胡、陳、啟思
啓思 219.00

□ 10. 啟思中國語文 (中三下)【第四版】
布、李、胡、陳、啟思
啓思 219.00

□ 11. 元曲選粹 (附送光碟)
黃振枷
煜華文化 71.00

□ *12. 中華新詞典【2002年修訂本】(膠面裝)
(供參考之用)
劉扳盛
中華書局 75.00

中國語文:

□ 13. 現代初中中國歷史 3（甲部課程）
呂振基、陳贊永
現代教育 199.00

【2014年版】

SCIENCES:

L.H.M. Chung Jing Kung
Oxford 57.50

□ 15. New 21st Century Chemistry / 21st Century Combined Science (Chemistry part) 1B (2nd Ed.)
L.H.M. Chung Jing Kung
Oxford 116.50

□ 16. New Senior Secondary Mastering Biology 1A (For Biology & Combined Science) (2nd Ed.)
HW Yung, KM Ho, YK Ho, KH Tam & LP Tong
Oxford 199.00

□ 17. New Senior Secondary Mastering Biology - Practical Workbook for SBA 1A (For Biology & Combined Science) (2nd Ed.)
HW Yung, KM Ho, YK Ho, KH Tam & LP Tong
Oxford 79.00

□ 18. New Senior Secondary Physics at Work 1 – Heat and Gases (For Physics) (2nd Ed.)
Wong Siu Ling, Pang Wing Chung, Lie Ho Yin & Lam Shiu Bun
Oxford 177.00

□ 19. New Senior Secondary Physics at Work 3A – Wave Motion I (For Physics & Combined Science) (2nd Ed.)
Wong Siu Ling, Pang Wing Chung, Lie Ho Yin & Lam Shiu Bun
Oxford 138.00
HUMANITIES:

☐ 20. Junior Interactive Geography Core Module 2 – Living with Natural Hazards
   Chan Yuk Lin, Mak Ka Bun, Siu Wai Lok & Tse Sui Fai
   Aristo 110.00

☐ 21. Junior Interactive Geography Core Module 3 – Food Problem
   Chan Yuk Lin, Mak Ka Bun, Siu Wai Lok & Tse Sui Fai
   Aristo 110.00

☐ #22. World History Express Topic-Based Series: International Conflicts and Threats to Peace in the 20th Century (With Exercise Book)
   Kwok Tat Leung, Ho Wai Kin, Tsang Lap Kei & Ho Ka Lam
   Ling Kee 165.00

ECONOMICS:

23. School-based materials

MUSIC:

☐ #24. Integrated Music Book 3 (2nd Ed.)
   H. K. Music Publisher 176.00

VISUAL ARTS:

25. School-based materials

COMPUTER LITERACY:

26. School-based materials

* For Reference
  # Second-hand textbook can still be used.
  ! Books are used in the 2nd term.
  All school-based materials are copyrighted.